
New Old-but-Gold Switches
IO SERIES



When it comes to home automation, multi-functional 
switches should be high on your list, as they not 
only make your house more convenient but also 
safer. TIS Automation Group has launched a new 
line of wall switches with integrated capabilities 
for managing lights, temperature, moods, etc. 
Among them is the wall-mounted IO Series, which 
is suitable for home and hotel room installation.



This keypad-equipped series lets you control 
an entire house quite easily, whether you 
are at the office, on vacation, or in bed for 
the night. We recommend the TIS IO series 
because it has a nice design and is easy to 
use and compatible with any lighting load. 
This panel lets you convert your room to 
a smart space while still allowing you to 
control it the old-fashioned way if you want.



To put it briefly, if you are looking for a house 
where curtains are closed when the sunlight is 
at its peak, lights are out when you leave the 
bedroom, and the AC freshens the air when it is 
hazy outside, you should choose TIS IO switches.



IO Thermostat with 4 Gang:

This is a wall thermostat with on OLED screen and 
a rotating knob for managing room temperature, fan 
speed, and floor heating. It also allows for lights, 
moods, and shade control through four push buttons.

Now, let’s see what comes
with this smart package:

OLED SCREEN

KNOB BUTTON

PUSH BUTTON



RF Reader

IO 8G:
This product can be mounted horizontally or 
vertically in any hotel or residential project for the 
ultimate control over lights, moods, climate, etc.



IO Outdoor Hotel Panel:

You can level up your hotel rooms with this solution 
featuring MUR/DND buttons and room number 
display. If you program it, guests can use its RF 
readers and access control functions, too.

Room Number Display

Do not Disturb Button



IO CARD SWITCHIO CARD SWITCH

If you want to impress your guests, let them enjoy this user-friendly 
and catchy panel. This hotel RF-enabled card switch comes with three 
buttons for DND/MUR/Laundry services and features memory to save 
for user/room service logs. Therefore, hotel management is optimized 
without having to compromise guests’ comfort. With TIS innovation, 
everyone has what he or she needs in the shortest time possible. 



The common benefits among all the components of the IO series 
are increased safety and improved BMS. They also save you a lot of 
money, but that is not all. These solutions are built to enable interior 
designers to achieve outstanding design results. With a unique 
curved interface and finish, this series of wall panels stands out in 
a good way. They are fully customizable, allowing for many options.




